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TOTAL IMPACT DESIGN

EYP design is all about results. We approach every project with 

passion, creativity, and rigor, keenly focused on enhancing human 

experience, solving global issues, and preserving our planet -  

a holistic process we call Total Impact Design.

Our clients are in the business of changing lives for the better: promoting peace and 

prosperity; educating the next generation; enhancing the healthcare experience; driving 

innovation; protecting the environment, and more. They come to EYP because they 

understand that building design has as profound an impact on human behavior and 

performance as it does on energy and the environment.

As architects and engineers, we believe that how the built environment enables our 

clients’ success – as individuals and organizationally – should be a key measure of 

building performance. To ensure designs that deliver enduring results, we begin by 

exploring what it means to be our client – to understand the “why” driving their mission, 

needs, and goals. 

We encourage our clients to be ambitious, to imagine a future where expectations 

are achieved, and even surpassed. The vision we co-create is realized through creative 

collaboration and an iterative process tested and informed by rigorous research. While 

each project is unique, every EYP design reflects our focus on:

 People – design that liberates potential and transforms human performance

 Purpose – design that actively helps our clients advance their mission 

 Planet – design that makes the best and highest use of readily available resources 

Inspired by our clients, we shape a better future through design.
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US Department of State
US Consulate  Erbil, Iraq

work/life balance: diplomatic staff enjoy the security 

and amenities of a sustainable village

Consulate office building representational façade and entry courtAerial view of the compound from the south



Below: Primary residence

Right: Gallery and western view of the consulate office building



University of Houston
Student Center South  Houston, TX

building identity: open and connected spaces invite 

students to grow in community



Below: Existing 92,000 GSF 1960s structure

Right: Modernized with a 240,000 GSF addition



Top: (before) Underutilized open-air atrium

Above: (after) Reconceived enclosed atrium

Left: Pedestrian bridges linking original building with addition to the north



Trinity University
Center for the Sciences & Innovation  San Antonio, TX

inspired collaborations: undergraduates feel 

empowered by hands-on discovery

Concepts for uniting the existing Cowles and Marrs McLean Halls 

to create an interdisciplinary thoroughfare



Right: Artwork celebrating water in 

drought challenged south Texas

This page: East-facing clerestory and 

light scoop in the new atrium
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Stanford University
Sapp Center for Science Teaching & Learning  Palo Alto, CA

pushing the envelope: interdisciplinary researchers are 

driving breakthroughs in science 

Top: Upon completion in 1902

Middle: After the San Francisco earthquake of 1906

Bottom: Prior to restoration in 2014

Right page: Restored facade with entry and landscape

regraded for accessibility



New gallery space outside two auditoriums below west terrace



West facade after renovation showing new 

terrace and pergola above underground 

gallery/classroom addition



SUNY Maritime College
Academic Building  Throggs Neck, NY

positioned to lead: tomorrow’s officers grapple with 

real-world issues in a global harbor 

Floorplans and axonometric drawings informed by bioclimatic analysis





we design buildings 
that promote human 
well-being, preserve 
resources, provide 
resiliency, and improve 
the environment.



North Carolina Agriculture  
and Technology State University
Engineering Research and Innovation Complex  Greensboro, NC

economic engine: campus and community innovation  

zones grow STEM leaders
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New campus gateway from downtown
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Virginia Commonwealth University
Allied Health Building  Richmond, VA

learning to care: team-trained clinicians develop 

critical real-world skills

Massing along diagonal greenspace to 

channel pedestrian flow



Articulated glassy volumes responding to urban context
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Grinnell College
Humanities and Social Studies Complex  Grinnell, IA

united on purpose: students activate their  

own learning   



Left: Atrium commons

Above: Daylighting strategies central to energy savings of 77% beyond ASHRAE 90.1 



Hackensack Meridian Health
Jersey Shore University Medical Center HOPE Tower Neptune, NJ

engendering hope: patient experience and outcomes improve 

with better access to cancer care
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Left: Breezeway with garden views

Above: Rooftop terrace and concourse stair



Lehigh University
Mountaintop Building C  Bethlehem, PA

no boundaries: expansive adaptive use  

gives students space for big ideas
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Maximizing the 

mountaintop views

“Mixing box” addition to high bay space



Stamford Health System
Stamford Hospital  Stamford, CT

healing reimagined: focus on human experience enhances 

patient outcomes
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WellStar Health System
The Learning Academy at  

WellStar Kennestone Hospital

Marietta, GA

playful and secure: on-site childcare 

improves work-life balance for 

employees



Wooden louvers suspended from the frame of the lobby volume

Reading stair



for us, design is 
a way to make a 
positive impact 
on the world.



Kennesaw State University
Bernard A. Zuckerman Museum of Art  Kennesaw, GA

community destination: people of all ages  

feel welcomed and inspired 



CMU Veneer Exposed 
Concrete

Composite Metal Panels

Stucco Soffit

Curtainwall

Left: Monumental stair

Below: Flexible gallery space 



Region Hovedstaden
Bispebjerg Somatic Hospital  Copenhagen, Denmark 

human focus: patients will enjoy an unprecedented 

level of care within an urban oasis
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landscape for healing



Alief Community Center
Houston, TX

connecting neighbors: learning and service 

opportunities strengthen individuals in community 
Left: Resilient development of building and landscape

Below: Solar shading provided by existing oak grove at 

the urban park’s active edge



College of William & Mary
Wellness Center  Williamsburg, VA

natural balance: students are inspired and enabled  

to develop healthy habits for life  



Balancing transparency with privacy



Children’s Hospital of New Orleans
New Orleans, LA

positive distraction: young patients are 

entertained by imaginative details
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Above: Arrival plaza

Left (from top): Main reception, public concourse and pavilion



Confidential Client
Northwest US

community invitation: you don’t have to be a 

student to discover the inventor within
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design competitions

University of Miami



Metals in Construction
X/O Skeleton

University of Houston, Katy Campus

University of Houston, Katy Campus



Arlington Aquatic Center

Corporate Headquarters



eypae.com

design for people, purpose, and planet
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